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an additional two minutes, or whatever length of time he might care

1D suggest. And then the body would immediately x vote as to

whether this restriction should be placed upon him.

In the exploratory seesions, actions would be taken. Then an

action is passed by a majority i vote, it will be so XEK recorded

in the minutes of the exploratory session. After any motion is

passed, a person will have a right to move a different motion or

a contrary motion for approval of one third of the body. If a third

of the body votes for this, it will be marked, not as a passed motion,

but as an approved motion. All motions passed or approved by a plenary

session are to be written out and mim&ographed and made available

before x±x evening, to the members of the

body. This gives them a chance, in the evening, to discuss these

measures together, to investigate anything they wanted about them,

to z make up their minds more fully. Txxtx&axzftrxtk

Nothing can be acted upon at a plenary session which has not lbeen

passed or at least approved at an exploratory session on the previous

calendar day.

On the beginning of each day, after the devotions, the minutes

of the previous plenary session will be read and approved. Then, the

minutes of the proxiona exploratory sessions of the previous day will

be read. After this is done, the plenary session will begin, and

anyone will be free to move kxax any motion which has been passed

at the previous day in the exploratory session, and x±ax

which was distributed in mimeographed form to all the
present

commissioners/before the end of the previous day. The motion can be

ta3.e, seconded, discussed, as may be desired, but the only way that

it can be amended is to move as an amendment or as a substitute

izt a motion which xxaxpxxxmdxtkaxpxmxtmxnxdxyxaxxxxxaxptoxxtmxyx

the previous day received the approval of one-third of the members present.
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